
  
    

Re: [NTG-context] Synchronization (.tex - .pdf)



2003-12-23

Thread
Adam Lindsay



That would be the .pdfsync file. Clearly the specs have been made
available to some people, but I don't see them publically.

Attached is the one generated from the sync demo. It's not a very
transparent format, though.

Jérôme, where is the pdfsync specification?

adam

Hans Hagen said this at 




Re: [NTG-context] Synchronization (.tex - .pdf)



2003-12-23

Thread
Hans Hagen



At 11:14 23/12/2003, you wrote:
That would be the .pdfsync file. Clearly the specs have been made
available to some people, but I don't see them publically.
Attached is the one generated from the sync demo. It's not a very
transparent format, though.
Jérôme, where is the pdfsync specification?





Re: [NTG-context] Synchronization (.tex - .pdf)



2003-12-22

Thread
Nigel King



Now that would be a Christmas present! I didn't dare ask.
-- 
Nigel

 From: Steffen Wolfrum [EMAIL PROTECTED]
 Reply-To: [EMAIL PROTECTED]
 Date: Mon, 22 Dec 2003 15:38:25 +0100
 To: [EMAIL PROTECTED]
 Cc: [EMAIL PROTECTED]
 Subject: [NTG-context] Synchronization (.tex - .pdf)
 
 Hi,
 
 I don't 




Re: [NTG-context] Synchronization (.tex - .pdf)



2003-12-22

Thread
Hans Hagen



At 15:38 22/12/2003, Steffen Wolfrum wrote:

I don't now how many ConTeXt user are aware of the idea of 
synchronization. In the LaTeX area of TeX it has a kind of tradition 
(Textures, srcltx, ...) for dvi output.

For PDF output Jérôme Laurens has now written a package (for use with 
iTeXMac and 




Re: [NTG-context] Synchronization (.tex - .pdf)



2003-12-22

Thread
Hans Hagen



At 16:56 22/12/2003, you wrote:
Now that would be a Christmas present! I didn't dare ask.
hm, that gives me two days for a 5 minute module, should be doable -)

anyway, in that case you'll be a tester

How is the position file that texshop wants formatted?

Hans






Re: [NTG-context] Synchronization (.tex - .pdf)



2003-12-22

Thread
Nigel King


 PROTECTED]
 Reply-To: [EMAIL PROTECTED]
 Date: Mon, 22 Dec 2003 17:32:59 +0100
 To: [EMAIL PROTECTED]
 Subject: Re: [NTG-context] Synchronization (.tex - .pdf)
 
 At 16:56 22/12/2003, you wrote:
 Now that would be a Christmas present! I didn't dare ask.
 
 hm, that gives me two days for a 5 minute
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